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AUTHOR GUIDELINES
From the start, the Journal of Educational, Cultural and Psychological Studies (ECPS) has aimed to be an inclusive central
repository for high quality research reports, reviews, theoretical and empirical articles. The Journal serves as an interdisciplinary
forum for theoretical and empirical studies of pedagogical, psychological, historical and sociological issues.
As well as research reports, the Journal publishes theoretical and review articles. Research reports are quantitative or qualitative
depending upon the methods employed by the researcher. All articles are addressed to a research audience, to teachers and
trainers working in schools and in vocational training, and to scholars in allied disciplines in all the human sciences.

Educational, Cultural and Psychological Studies aims to: promote and develop research in the educational field; promote

scientific reflection on psycho-socio-educational research methodologies, with particular reference to empirical-experimental
research; disseminate and discuss the results of quantitative and qualitative studies in the field as well as offer scientifically high
profile material to those young researchers or teachers who have to base their work on solid up-to-date knowledge. The journal
takes original articles written in Italian or English into consideration for publication, along with abstracts in English and Italian. The
accepted contributions focus on the following theme areas: “History and methodology of educational research”, “Empiricalexperimental didactic research”, “Theory and history of education”, “Intercultural education”, “Life-long learning and on-going
training”, “Educational technologies and distance education”, “Evaluation of and within educational systems”, “Curriculum theory
and disciplinary didactics”, “Basic research on affective and cognitive processes, and on personological lines”, “History and
methodology of psychological research”, “Psychological components of educational research”, “Sociology of education and
training”, “Sociology of cultural processes”.
The journal has six-monthly issues with contributions concerning pedagogic, psychological, historical and sociological sciences.
Qualified empirical and theorethical contributions and review articles, are accepted. Reasoned bibliographies and research notes
(that is, short studies, pilot studies, the refinement of instruments) are also published. All scientific papers are peer-reviewed. The
feature “Comments, Reflections, Presentations, Reports, Debates, Interviews” includes reports or presentations of cultural events
concerning the themes dealt with as well as comments, reflections, interviews and debates between two or more scholars who are
experts on a certain topic. The “Reviews” feature includes comments and discussions on important recently published texts,
possibly linked to the themes dealt with in that specific issue of the journal. The “News” feature includes information on
forthcoming National and International Conferences, Study Days and Congresses concerning relevant scientific themes.
PEER REVIEW
The Journal of Educational, Cultural and Psychological Studies (ECPS) is a peer-refereed journal.
Invited papers will also be published.
Only original articles are accepted for publication. Submission of a contribution to this Journal represents certification on the
part of the author(s) that neither the paper submitted nor a version of it has been published or is being considered for publication
elsewhere.
In submitting works to the journal, authors agree that their works may be published (if accepted). Submission of a work
does not guarantee acceptance.
All submitted works judged suitable for review undergo anonymous double-blind review process.
Papers will be evaluated by at least 2 referees and, following their indications, will be either accepted, or returned to the authors
for corrections, or rejected. The final decision is the responsibility of the Executive Editor, and will be given within 6 months of
receipt.
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SIGNED CONSENT TO PUBLICATION
Authors must give signed consent to publication. All submissions must be accompanied by the Authors’ Statement form,
agreed between the Publisher and the Research Laboratory on Didactics and Evaluation of Roma Tre University, signed by all the
authors. (See OJS submission process).
Figures can be reproduced only if they are free of copyright restrictions, i.e. if they are in the public domain or
accompanied by permission from the rights holder. Images downloaded from the Internet always require authorisation unless
expressly declared otherwise in the source. Figures taken from other publications always require consent for reproduction
from the original rights-holders (museums, authors, photographers), not only from the previous publishers.
Authors should identify all materials and figures that require permission for publication (figures, tables, text passages
that have already been published elsewhere) and provide the permissions for both the print and online format on submission
of the work to be published.
TEXT ORGANISATION AND STYLE
Papers to be published in the section “Research Studies and Contributions” must not exceed 40.000 characters including
spaces (equivalent to 18 pages of about 2.200 characters) - including abstract, references, footnotes, tables. “Research
Notes” (short studies, pilot studies, the fine-tuning of instruments, and reasoned bibliographies) must not exceed 22.000
characters including spaces (equivalent to 10 pages of about 2.200 characters).
If the text contains figures and graphs not included in the character count, their overall dimensions must be considered.
An Abstract (not shorter than 140 words nor longer than 180 words) should also be supplied.
5 keywords should also be supplied.
If the title contains fifty or more characters, a shortened version should be submitted to be used as running head.
Personal data with affiliation and a short bio (up to 100 words) should not be submitted in Word but only in the “Author
Profile” (“Bio statement”).
Misprints should be eliminated. It is expected that authors submit proofread material. Papers should be submitted in their
final version. Submissions in English language should be checked by a native English speaker prior to submission.
Please provide a suitable statement.
The hierarchy of headings is very important, as is uniformity and consistency of the segmentation of the text into
sections, sub-sections, and paragraphs. Headings should be numbered. Up to three levels of headings may be used (e.g.
1. 1.1. 1.1.1. 1.1.2. 1.2. - 2. 2.1. 2.1.1. 2.1.2. 2.2. ). Further levels and blank lines which are not correlated to titles
must not be used.
There should be uniformity and consistency in the use of bold, italic, and quotation marks. Avoid combined use of
bold and italic unless it is absolutely necessary. If possible, avoid the use of bold type and use italic instead. Avoid
underlining.
There should be uniformity and consistency in the use of capitalization for acronyms, institutions, etc. as well.
Avoid capitalization and small capitals for the names of Authors. Capital and small letters are to be used.
Punctuation should be consistent, including where it is used in figures and numbering (thousands, decimals, etc.).
Quoted material of more than 40 words should be displayed as an indented block quote, with a blank line above and below,
without quotation marks.
FIGURES, TABLES, AND FORMULAS
Photographs, drawings, graphs and graphics are all identified as Figures.
Figures can be reproduced only if they are free of copyright restrictions (see Authors' Statement, Paragraph 2). The
sources of figures and tables reproduced from other publications should be cited.
Figures and tables should be numbered consecutively using two separate numerical sequences starting from Figure 1
and Table 1. References to figures and tables should always be quoted in the chosen position within the text, in the following
format (see fig. 00 – see tab. 00).
Figures (including graphs) will be reproduced without any additional adjustment, with the same definition and quality as the
original. All figures must be suitable for black and white print reproduction; readability in grey scale should be checked and
optimized before submission.
When graphs are produced in Word or Excel, in order to maintain quality they should be supplied in editable format (not as
image). All elements in Word graphs should be grouped by the Drawing toolbar.
CITATION AND REFERENCE STYLE
Authors should follow the style guidelines of the Am erican Psychological Association Publication M anual .
Consult the AP A Publication M anual, 6th Edition , for details (www.apastyle.org).
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FOOTNOTES
Footnotes are strongly discouraged. Reference citations should be included in the text.
IN-TEXT REFERENCES
References in the text must indicate a List of References at the end of the text.
They must appear as follows. Either: Whitfield-Slater (1979) or: (Whitfield-Slater, 1979).
For works with three or more authors, from the second quotation onwards, only the first author's name is quoted followed by
"et al."
LIST OF REFERENCES
Every work quoted from or mentioned in the text should be included in the List of References section.
There should be uniformity and consistency in bibliographical references. References should be complete.
Please double-check to be certain that all dates given in in-text references and in the List of references are identical.
Avoid capitalization and small capitals for the names of Authors. Capital and small letters are to be used
The titles of volumes and journals should appear in italics.
The titles of articles should appear in plain text, without quotes.
If persons are editors, use abbreviations (Ed.) for single editor or (Eds.) for multiple editors.
URLs and the DOI (Digital Object Identifier) number, where available, should be used to provide access information for
electronic materials.
EXAMPLES
Articles in journals:
Appel, L. (1931). Drawings of children as aids to personality study. American Journal of Orthopsycology, 10, 815-828.
Herbst-Damm, K. L., & Kulik, J. A. (2005). Volunteer support, marital status, and the survival times of terminally ill patients. Health
Psychology, 24, 225–229.
Zavattini, G.C., Tambelli, R., & Mossi, P., (1989). Il disegno della famiglia come strumento in psicologia clinica. Psicologia Clinica,

2, 213-226.
Books:

Berlyne, D. E. (1971). Aesthetics and psychobiology. New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts.
Corman, L. (1964). Le test du design de famille dans la pratique médico-pédagogique (2nd ed.). Paris: P.U.F. (trad. it., Torino:
Bollati Boringhieri).
Domenici, G. (2007). Manuale della valutazione scolastica (4a ed.). Roma-Bari: Laterza.
Mitchell, T. R., & Larson, J. R., Jr. (1987). People in organizations: An introduction to organizational behavior (3rd ed.). New York:
McGraw-Hill.
Chapters in collected volumes:
Bjork, R. A. (1989). Retrieval inhibition as an adaptive mechanism in human memory. In H. L. Roediger III & F. I. M. Craik (Eds.),
Varieties of memory & consciousness (pp. 309-330). Hillsdale, NJ: Erlbaum.
Krampen, M. (1992). On some effects of totalitarian architecture. In L. Y. Dorfman, D. A. Leontiev, V. M. Petrov, & V. A. Sozinov
(Eds.), Emotions and art: Problems, approaches, explorations (pp. 203-214). Perm: Perm Institute for Arts and Culture.
Moretti, G., & Bove, G. (2009). Sviluppo di questionari per la rilevazione della soddisfazione in ambito scolastico. In G. Domenici &
R. Semeraro (a cura di), Le nuove sfide della ricerca didattica tra saperi, comunità sociali e culture (pp. 573-586). Roma: Monolite.
Published abstracts:
Biasi, V., & Bonaiuto, P. (2005). Visual perception of physiognomic properties and meanings in relation to stress or comfort states.
[Abstract]. Perception, 35, 31-32.
Papers presented at conferences:
Bonaiuto, P., Biasi, V., Giannini, A. M., Calcagni, S., & Parsi, M. (2008). Conflict overload effect manipulation and the perception of
architectural incongruities. Paper presented at the IAPS Conference, Rome.
OJS SUBMISSION PROCESS
In order to submit works to the Journal, and to check the status of current submissions, authors need to register – selecting
“Author: Able to submit items to the journal” from the list “register as” – and login to the journal website. If already
registered, authors can simply log in to enter their reserved area where they can “Start a new submission” or check “Active
submissions”.
All submissions must be accompanied by the Authors’ Statement form signed by all the authors. In case of more
authors, co-authors may sign different copies of the statement and send them to the Corresponding Author.
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The statement/statements must be uploaded (complete and duly signed) by the Author or Corresponding Author
together with the files being submitted for publication.
Figures can be reproduced only if they are free of copyright restrictions. Check that all materials and figures that
require permission for publication have been identified and provide the permissions on submission of the work to be
published.
The online submission consists of 5 steps. All steps must be completed; when done, the author will receive a
confirmation e-mail. If no confirmation is received then the submission is incomplete: please check that you have gone through
with all the steps in the procedure.
If you need help please send an e-mail to ledonline-ojs@ledonline.it.
FILE TYPES
Texts for publication should be sent as a Microsoft Word file, using “unicode” font. Authors are kindly requested to
use the latest updated version (E.g. Times New Roman Unicode).
A PDF file, generated from the final Word file on the same computer used to complete the work, should be supplied.
All figures embedded should also be supplied also in the original electronic format (300 dpi .TIF or .JPG). Tables, graphs
and formulas produced in Word or Excel should be supplied in editable format (not as image).
The Authors’ Statement form (complete and duly signed by all the authors) has to be submitted.
Publication permissions for any materials and figures that have copyright restrictions have to be submitted.
IMPORTANT NOTICE: Files maximum size allowed: 22 MB. Files exceeding this limit must be splitted in two or more files.
Use section Uploading Supplementary Files to upload files after the first one.
ANONYMOUS FILES
To preserve the integrity of the peer-review process, every effort should be made to prevent the identities of authors and
reviewers from becoming known to each other.
Check that the online instructions in Ensuring a Blind Review have been followed.
PAY ATTENTION! Personal data with affiliation and a short bio (up to 100 words) should not be submitted in Word but
only in the “Author Profile” (“Bio statement”).
POST-ACCEPTANCE
PDF proofs for correction are sent to the Author or Corresponding Author.
Authors are responsible for the final proof-reading; the publisher is not responsible for any error not marked by the
author on the proof.
Proof corrections should be returned to the Editorial Office within 7 days of receipt, or the article will be published
without author’s corrections.
Corrections on the proof can only be accepted for misprints; no changes are allowed at this stage.
All accepted works will remain permanently published on the website.
Offprints can be ordered on the website of the journal, at this link: Offprints.

OPEN ACCESS - COPYRIGHT - TERMS OF USE

The Journal does not require the transfer of copyright, that is Authors retain any and all rights on the content of their
papers.

The Authors authorize the Publisher to issue their articles under a Creative Commons “Attribution-NonCommercialNoDerivatives 4.0 International (CC BY-NC-ND)” license, as decided by the Journal's editors starting from 2020 for Open
access certification purposes.
The editorial format and the graphical layout of the texts published in print and/or on-line in remain the exclusive
property of the Publisher.
The author/authors may publish their works at any time and in any form with another publisher, with the following limitations:
- in the new publication, the preliminary page must cite the references of the previous publication under the LED trademark,
including the URL of the on-line publication;
- the new publication must not exclude nor limit the publication, distribution or commercial use of the work, hard copy or digital, by
LED in any way
- the new publication must not reproduce the graphical layout of the publication which appears under the LED trademark, nor use
or reproduce the PDF files published on the http://www.ledonline.it/ website, except for the case of self-archiving mentioned below.
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It is consequently forbidden, also in order not to damage the journal statistics, to upload the final published files to such academic
social network sites as Academia, Research Gate and the like, where the DOI code and/or the link to the issue homepage has to be
inserted instead.
Self-archiving: Authors may self-archive the post-print (ie the final draft post-refereeing) and the final published files in
institutional officially recognised repositories, established and operated by universities and governments.
________________
The works included in the Journal are licensed under a Creative Commons
“Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International (CC BY-NC-ND)” license

The Journal provides immediate open access to its content.
The files are freely available: no registration or subscription required to read, print, download and share the full-text of articles.
You may not use the material for commercial purposes or in commercial websites
Any reference to material included in Educational, Cultural and Psychological Studies has to include the citation of the author and
the source.
________________
The Publisher is not responsible and shall not be held liable for improper or incorrect use of the works published in the website.
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